When we take the string model as a realization of confinement mechanism, and if three strings from three q's of the baryon B join together and neutralize color (the three-string junction J), we have many unconventional hadrons such as Fig. 1 with various Nq, NJ and .Nu.u Here 1Vq, 1VJ and lVu respectively denote numbers of q and q, of J and J and of the interjunction string. As to interactions of unconventional hadrons, we have proposed in the preceding paper'l a selection rule, covalence rule. lt forbids the following transitions of baryonium 1Y14, Jlvf, and S (2): i)
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etc. (the breaking may be of the same order as that of the OZI rule as in Fig. 2) .
Tbanks to the relation Nq = 3Nr-2Nu (NJ "'c 0), u the simple mass formula of unconventional hadrons from additiv-ity is as follows Y rfhe Il18.SS of Siring COll11CCiccl tu q lS contained ir:. Jrlq. where mn=3mq+mJ is the baryon mass and i5c=2mq-miJ corresponds to the "attraction" of the inter-junction string. Equation ( 
e.g., mB, (5, 3, 2) "'-'3 Ge V and illcliharyun (6, 4, 3) "'-'4 Ge V (Fig. 1 Taking account of the SU(3) and SU (4) breaking, we have the baryonium of Fig. 4 .*l An assignment may be Af (2020) 4 l to M2 (tp) and 215 (2204) 4 ) to ,'\14 (cpUJ). They decay by violating the covalence rule as Fig. 2 .
By the Pade approximation to QCD, Migdal proposed to obtain the hadron mass from the zero of the Bessel function : 5 )
The mass depends almost linearly on the dimension d of local gauge invariant opera tor: and, again by lvq = 3NJ-2"VI.r, is similar to (1): for R"--'2.5/GeV.
As for the baryonium slope a', some possibilities are (i) universal a ': a:,r,'"'-'a5f, ""'as c2J (the case if M2 and S (2) of (5) have also spin J = 3), (ii) ct' depending Nq, NJ and Nu: e.g., a:il, '"'"'a'/2, asc2l ""'a' /3, oJ and (iii) asymptotic "planarity" that aN,, aM', and asczJ are almost degenerate at large m 2 .7l
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